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VIRTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

VIRTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

Now is a critical time to ensure that your team feels valued and engaged.
We offer a series of exceptional online virtual entertainment options that will really excite your teams –
and all in the comfort of their own homes.
Meticulous planning is at the centre of every successful event and here at Ex Events, we ensure no
detail is overlooked. We are delighted to be able to offer a variety of exceptional virtual entertainment.
All options are available as stand alone virtual events or can be added to a virtual conference or to
your virtual Christmas party. Please choose from the following selection or talk to us about any
specific requirements. We’re here to help.
The list doesn’t end here so please get in touch if you haven’t quite found what you are looking for.
Please note that all prices on application and subject to availability.
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VIRTUAL CHRISTMAS ENTERTAINMENT
FATHER CHRISTMAS IS FRANK SINATRA
It just wouldn't be Christmas without Frank Sinatra and Father Christmas so why not bring
them together, sit back and enjoy a mixture of swing classics and modern numbers.

We can even throw in a bit of Bublé to complete the festive magic.

CAROL CHOIR
A highly versatile chamber choir featuring some of the UK’s most talented young vocalists.

Formed in 2003, the ensemble can perform anything from Christmas pop hits to traditional
carols. Available with up to 24 vocalists.

ELLE AND THE POCKET BELLS
Elle & The Pocket Belles are a close harmony quintet who fuse vintage Swing and modern day
hits.

Their amazing virtual set features Christmas classics together with modern festive favourites
guaranteed to get you and your guests into the spirit!

VIRTUAL COCKTAIL RECEPTION
DJ
A seamless DJ set from one of our experienced DJ’s in a genre of your choosing.

Have participants send in their tune requests via the chat feature and enjoy the club
experience streamed straight into your living room.

SAX
Performed to an ambient backing track our saxophonist will create atmospheric background
music to enjoy while networking or socialising.

PIANO BAR SING-A-LONG

Bring the fun of a real piano bar to your meeting by booking Danny Mills - one of London’s top
piano bar entertainers.
Danny can play/sing pretty much any song you request and will treat your guests to a fun,
high-energy sing-a-long.

VIRTUAL CABARET ACTS
JUDGE THE POET
Taking suggestions from the audience – words, ideas or concepts – Judge then immediately
recites a rhyming, enjoyable and incredible poem that links all of the suggestions together.

Poems can be funny or serious depending on the wishes of the client.

JOE STILGOE
The audience will choose a song genre, various song titles and theme tunes and Joe will
instantly weave them into an original improvised (and very funny) mash-up.

STRING FEVER

Cabaret act Stringfever combine exceptional musical skill on electric string instruments with a
talent for engaging audiences.
Their funny, frantic and frenetic show is perfect for all types of events and for a wide range of
audiences

VIRTUAL MAGICIANS AND MIND READERS
SPENCER WOODS – VIRTUAL MAGICIAN

Sleight of hand and misdirection with nowhere to hide (well not unless he step out
of shot of the camera)!
See how Spencer has been working to bring you the same engaging experience
but on a digital platform. Spencer will make you feel as if he is standing right there
in front of…well a safe 2m away.
Grab a glass of fizz and some snacks, sit back, relax and enjoy.

PAUL FOWLER – VIRTUAL MAGICIAN AND MIND READER
Paul Fowler Virtual Magician is an award winning professional, providing virtual entertainment
via live video call direct to your home or office.

GUESTS CAN EXPECT TO:
• Create a dream holiday in their mind and Paul will have predicted this in advance
• Be influenced virtually to make decisions that feel completely free
• Name a playing card and that exact card is the only one Paul has been holding all along

VIRTUAL COMEDIANS
JESS ROBINSON

Jess is an actress, quadruple award-winning comedy impressionist and classically-trained
singer. A popular interactive musical impressionist for corporate events.
Jess injects energy and fun with her ‘Wheels of 64 Tunes’. By spinning each of two wheels
(one of artists’ names and one with song titles) Jess performs the often bizarrely humorous
end result!
She can give her audience Kate Bush in 3 minutes or The Sound of Music in 2 minutes. She
can also tailor an original song to suit the occasion, which can certainly enliven a corporate
event and add a stamp of originality .

ED GAMBLE
Stand-up comedian Ed Gamble is known as a regular on Mock the Week and for being the cocreator and co-host of the megahit podcast Off Menu with James Acaster.

Every weekend, Ed can also be heard co-presenting Radio X’s Sunday morning show with
Matt Crosby.

NOT FOUND WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR?

We have some fantastic products, but if these aren’t quite what you're looking for we can source other
entertainment..

Let’s have a conversation. All we need is the details of your brief, budget, numbers and ideal date,
then we can look into further activities more suitable to your virtual event and company aims.

ADDITIONAL VIRTUAL EVENT OFFERINGS
Below is an overview of our additional event offering. Click the text or images to be taken to each section on our website.

VIRTUAL CHRISTMAS

VIRTUAL PRODUCTION

VIRTUAL AWARDS

VIRTUAL CONFERENCES

VIRTUAL CASE STUDIES

NEXT STEPS

We’ve done all the talking so far, now it’s your turn. Let us know how we can help and ask us any
questions you might have on our Virtual or Live Event solutions.
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LIVE EVENT SERVICES
We are also busy planning LIVE events for Summer and Christmas 2021 so don’t wait for an announcement, let us secure your preferred venue and date and then we can
start planning your incredible event.

